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Android wear latest update

Google has begun delivering its autumn Wear OS update. The upgrade improves performance, extends battery life, and simplifies pairing. It's only available on the Suunto 7 to begin with, with other smartwatches coming later. Google is doing well on its promise to deliver the fall 2020 Wear OS update now that Android 11 is here, although you'll probably have to be patient
depending on the smartwatch you own. The upgrade has started rolling out, and focuses more on improving fundamentals like speed and longevity than rethinking the interface. Most notable is that performance should be better across the board. Google claims that app launch and launch times are up to 20% faster. You can also expect longer battery life, although the company
wasn't ready to commit to specific numbers - which probably depends on the model. Read more: Fossil Gen 5 smartwatch is the best Wear OS watch you can buyThere are a few noticeable changes. The pairing process is faster and more reliable, potentially giving you a better introduction to your new bracelet. Other changes that come this fall will bring an easier-to-understand
weather experience, a hand washing timer to cope with a pandemic, and more intuitive control over watch modes and workouts. Just don't expect to get your Wear OS autumn update right away. The new software reaches Suunto 7 smartwatches first, and will come to other devices in the coming months. It might take a while for your watch to get these speeds and battery boosts.
The 2020 edition is low-key even compared to some smaller Wear OS updates. Whether it's due to a pandemic of cutting resources short or Google focusing on Fitbit, it won't be big enough for you to reconsider your Galaxy Watch purchase. It will sway more of the Wear OS watches you already own, though, and could be especially tempting when the watch with Qualcomm's
speedier Snapdragon Wear 4100 arrives. Tagged: GoogleAndroidGoogle Wear OSsmartwatchesWear OS Wear OS is Google wearable platform that is designed to run on your watch. It's based on google's modified version of Android, which is used on many third-party smartwatches. Google Wear OS was first announced in 2014 under the name Android Wear and has since
been renamed and redesigned. The platform is designed to launch apps, deliver notifications, and allow users to keep up with their digital life right from the watch. Google Assistant is a key feature of Wear OS Wear OS powered by a ton of different smartwatches from many different manufacturers. Fossil is the biggest brand in the space with its sub-brands Skagen, Misfit, and
others making some of the most attractive Wear OS watches. Mobvoi, a Chinese company with investments from Google, also manufactures its TicWatch products using Wear OS. High-end brands like Louis Vuitton, Tag Heuer, Montblanc, and others also use Wear OS. Recommended Clothing OS Watches | In recent years, Google's focus with Wear OS has allowed the
platform to work on their own compared to in previous years. LTE watches have been released, and better specs have also helped correct performance complaints. Prices on wear os watches vary from model to model, but some models cost under $200 with most of our favorites being around $300. You can read more about Wear OS, the latest news on the platform and its apps,
below. Wear OS by Google, formerly Android Wear, syncs your smartwatch and phone to get more out of your watch. Get proactive help from the Google Assistant, see important news, keep track of health and fitness, and more from your wrist:• GET PROACTIVE HELP FROM GOOGLE ASSISTANT: Stay on top of your day with proactive, personalized help, and useful shortcuts
from the Google Assistant. Get commuting time, check upcoming bookings, check flight status, and more.• TAKE YOUR HEALTH AND FITNESS FURTHER: Stay healthier and more active by tracking your progress toward Heart Points and Steps• ROCK OUT AT WORK: Control your favorite music right from your wrist and stay motivated by the last mile• STAY CONNECTED AT
A GLANCE: Check for important notifications texts, emails and calls at a glance• GET more done: See your next meeting, add items to your grocery list, set reminders, pay on the go, and more• EXPRESS YOURSELF: Google's Wear OS lets you be with hundreds of styles — from fashion to fitness to entertainment — and thousands of watches that you can customizeEed with
more features can vary between watch styles , phones and countries. The Google Assistant isn't available in some countries and languages.• Explore Google's new Wear OS design to help you get the most out of your time — providing faster access to your information, more active help from Google Assistant, and smarter health coaching, all by swiping in Karen Ng, product
director, and Robert Simpson, Product Manager This blog post is part of the weekly #11WeeksOfAndroid series. For each week, we're diving into a key area and this week we're focusing on Android Beyond phones. Today we will share what's going on with Wear OS from Google. Wearable technologies help people lead healthier lives and connect with important and timely
information. Today, we share our investment areas with a focus on the basics, delivering even more useful experiences for more watches, and providing users with more choice in the device ecosystem. Focusing on the basics of Wearables are designed to instantly connect people with what's important throughout the day. That's why we focus on basics like performance and
performance. In the next OTA update that comes in the fall, we're improving performance by speeding up access to your information and launching apps. We simplify the pairing process to facilitate onboarding. In our SysUI you will see an improvement control to manage different watch and workout modes. Improvements to the processor core also show 20% increase in speed at
startup time for your applications. Finally, we continue to support advances in technology to bring in new features like LTE and expand performance levels with new Qualcomm® Snapdragon Wear™ 4100 and 4100+ platforms. We are excited about the kinds of wearable experiences that may be allowed in the future. More useful Wearables experiences showcase important
information at a glance. Some of Google's most useful Wear OS features are hands-free timers and fitness tracking metrics. In response to COVID-19, we built a hand washing timer to help ensure that users practice good hygiene. And later this year, you'll see a beautiful new weather experience for Google's Wear OS. It aims to be easier to read while on the go, with an hourly
breakdown of today's weather to help you plan ahead and provide information on important weather warnings in your area. We always imagine new ways wearable devices can help people stay healthy, present and connected. Stay tuned for more in 2021! More than ever we are excited to welcome a new OEM watch worn by the OS from the Google family – Oppo, Suunto, and
Xiaomi. This means new watches that suit your style and needs – for example, a Suunto 7 with rich sports capabilities, or a new oppo LTE that keeps you connected on the go. We bring the best of Android wearable devices We are also working to bring the best of Android 11 wearable devices. Many of the things you've seen in modern Android development – from Android Studio,
great language with Kotlin, and Jetpack libraries to make common tasks easier will be part of what you can expect as a developer building wearable apps. We've just released a release candidate for androidx.wear 1.1.0, and I'd like feedback on the things you'd like to see as you've started building a wearable app. We can't wait to see what useful experience you'll build! Google's
Android wearable version of Wear OSThe Fossil Q Venture (Gen 4) with Wear OSDeveloperGoogleWritten inC (kernel), C++, Java[1]OS familyUnix-likeWorking stateCurrentSource modelOperation source with closed source components[2]Initial releaseMarch 18, 2014; 6 years ago (2014-03-18)Latest edition ofWear OS 2.19 / September 2020; 2 months ago (2020-09)Marketing
targetSmartwatchesS available inMultilingualPackage managerAPK via Google PlayPlatforms32-bit ARM, MIPS, x86Kernel typeMonolithic (modified Linux kernel)UserlandBionic libc,[3] shell of NetBSD,[4] native core tools with several of NetBSD[5]Default User InterfaceGraphic (Multi-touch)LicenseApache License 2.0, Linux kernel patches under GPLv2[6] Official
websitewearos.google.com Google Watch redirection here. For information about Google-critical websites, see Google Criticism. Wear OS (formerly known as Wear) is a version of Google's Android operating system designed for smartwatches and other wearable devices. [7] [8] [9] Pairing with mobile phones running Android version 6.0 or later or iOS version 10.0 or with limited
support for google pairing app,[10] Wear OS integrates Google Assistant[11] technology and mobile notifications into the smartwatch form factor. Wear OS supports bluetooth, Wi-Fi,[12] 3G and LTE connectivity, as well as a variety of features and applications. Watch face styles include round, square and rectangular. Released devices include motorola moto 360,[13] LG G Watch,
[14] and Samsung Gear Live. [15] Hardware manufacturing partners include Asus, Broadcom, Fossil, HTC, Intel, LG, MediaTek, Imagination Technologies, Motorola, New Balance, Qualcomm, Samsung, Huawei, Skagen, Polar, TAG Heuer, Suunto and Mobvoi. [16] In the first six months of availability, Canalys estimates that more than 720,000 Android Wear smartwatches have
been shipped. [17] As of 15.[18], OS wear in 2015 is estimated to account for 10% of the smartwatch market. [19] In December 2017, Google launched a major Update to Wear OS based on Android 8.0 Oreo, which brought new features before renaming it Wear OS. In November 2018, Google developed a major update to its Wear OS system called H MR1, which brings Android
9 Pie to smartwatches and more new features such as tiles. In 2019, Google decided to go back to wearable services by buying fossil-based technology and getting a Fitbit by the end of 2020. In close collaboration with Fitbit, Google has promised to bring the best AI, software and hardware so far from launching its wearable OS, including its own wearable devices. As of
September 2020, Google has announced two upcoming updates for Wear OS. One minor OS update called H MR2 is expected to bring new performances and uI improvements in the fall of 2020. One of the main had to update the core Wear OS to Android 11 sometime in 2021 brings new features, improvements and newer APIs on the platform. History and compatibility This
section needs to be updated. Update this article to reflect recent events or newly available information. (July 2019) Logo for Android Wear, the previous name of the operating system Platform was announced on March 18, 2014, along with the release of developer preview. At the same time, companies such as Motorola, Samsung, LG, HTC and Asus were announced as partners.
[20] On June 25, 2014, on Google I/O, Samsung Gear Live and LG G Watches were launched, along with additional details about Android Wear. Lg G Watch is the first Android Wear smartwatch to be released and shipped. Motorola Moto 360 was released on September 5, 2014. December 10, 2014, an update was launched that added new features including the watch face API
and changed the software to be based on Android 5.0 Lollipop. [21] LG G Watch and Gear Live began shipping in July 2014, while the Moto 360 began shipping in September 2014. Sony SmartWatch 3,[23] 3,[23] LG G Watch R.[24] Since March 2015,[update] the latest Wear OS devices are LG Watch Urbane,[25] and Huawei Watch. [26] On August 31, 2015, Google launched a
pairing application for iOS version 8.2 or later, allowing limited support for receiving iOS notifications on smartwatches running Wear OS.[27] As of September 2015 [update], only LG Watch Urbane and Huawei Watch are supported, but Google has announced support for more smartwatch models. [10] [28] As of 2020, Wear OS does not have support from Google Help Center and
the only way to submit current software issues is through feedback. Several smartwatch models currently suffer from the inability to send WhatsApp messages, while it has been advertised as a system capability. Features Options include a screen always on the function and tilt to wake screen settings,[29] for automatic screen light. [30] Users can find routes by voice from the
phone, choose a mode of transport, including a bicycle, and start the journey. While traveling, the watch displays directions and vibrates to indicate the speed of the sensation. [31] Through Google Fit and similar apps, Wear OS supports ride and run tracking (OK Google, run run). On devices that are sporty for the sensor you need, it's possible to automatically taste heart rate
during the day or on demand (OK Google, what's my heart rate). Action counting, calorie expenditure, etc. are also monitored. These features work within the Fit ecosystem, allowing integration with accompanying devices and apps. The watch strengthens achievements with cards that consciously achieve the goal when the goal is close, summing up the activity of the heart and
body. [32] Users can use their Wear OS to control their phone. Music can be requested (for example, OK Google, play Deep Purple). The playback control card, volume, skip, media images, and music from the free movement of the user is then displayed on the screen. [31] Starting with version 2.16, users can swipe right to see the Android Assistant useful info page on their
phones, or swipe left to view Google Fit information. This replaces the old function by swiping left or right to change the face of your watch. [33] Vibration Engine Notifications notify users of important notifications coming from users of an optional set of applications. Wear OS provides multiple answering options, including writing Google Voice to dictate replies to messages and
spoken or drawn emoticons. Smart notifications from Google Now are supported, including shipping, flights, hotel check-outs, meeting alerts, location and time reminders, weather and sports, events, flight status, boarding passes, restaurant reservations, etc.[31] Users can receive messages sent to them through Google Hangouts and reply with a voice message. Users can also
set an alarm using 'Okay Google' on Wear OS. Currently a new SMS can be launched from the watch. Wear OS 5.1.1 supports drawing reply that uses AI AI a user's sketch as an emoji. Voice search is fully supported. Google Now searches such as How Tall is Nicole Kidman result in cards appearing on the screen, with the ability to open the search result on another device. [21] If
the phone camera app is activated, the screen is transferred to the watch and the user can control the shutter and view photos on the watch. Third-party apps support using your phone's camera as a streaming device or a more colorful camera control. Events appear as tabs on the screen. OK Google, show my agenda displays the program user. Stickers also support marking
appointments (for example, with contrasting color to display appointment periods and/or illuminate the illuminated countdown line for upcoming appointments.[31] The note is fully supported through Google Keep and other note-apps. such as sign-off checklists etc. Through voice commands like OK Google, remind me to call Roy at work, or remind me to baste chicken in 25
minutes, the user can create location and time-based reminders, set alarms, timers etc. that appear on the watch at the appropriate time or place. [9] Many applications have been released, with developers such as Evernote, etc. Location-based applications such as Foursquare show suitable locations nearby, allow you to take off, etc. Android Wear Android Wear Version Version
Android Operating System Version Release Date New Features Notes 4.4W1 4.4 June 2014 Introductory Release Announced on Google I/O 2014 4.4W2 4.4 October 2014 Offline Music Playback via Bluetooth [35] Watch GPS Support (for watches with built-in GPS)[36] New Music Control UI [35] Watch GPS Support [36] New Music Control UI [35] Watch GPS Support (for
Watches with Built-in GPS)[36] New Music Control UI [35] Watch GPS Support[36] New Music Control UI [35] Watch GPS Support [36] New Music Control36] 37] 1.0 (5.0.1W)[38] 5.0.1 December 2014 Official Watch Face API Sunlight Mode (brightness boost) Theatrical mode Set shade from the top of battery stats in Android Wear Recently used actions added to the top of the
socket Ability to undo rejected notifications This version changed the system numbering to be independent of the basic version of the Android operating system. 1.1 (5.1.1W1)[39] 5.1.1. mája 2015 Podpora Wi-Fi (pre hodinky so vstavanou Wi-Fi) Vyťahovacie emojis (ako odpoveď na správy) Heads up notifications Pattern lock screen Ability to change font size Add potiahnite
prstom doľava z líca hodiniek a získajte prístup k zásuvke aplikácie Vždy v aplikáciách Ďalšie gestá zápästia 1.3 (5.1.1W2)[40] 5.1.1 August 2015 Interaktívne líca hodiniek Google Translate for Wear 1.4 (6.0.0 februára 2016 Viac gest zo zápästia Podpora reproduktorov pre hodinky so vstavaným reproduktorom Odosielanie hlasových správ priamo z hodiniek 1.5 (6.0.1W2)[42]
6.0.1 Jún 2016 Priniesol späť reštart hodinky možnosť Pridané Android zabezpečenia patch úroveň o obrazovke 2.0 (7.1.1W1)[43] 7.1.1 Feb 2017[44] Prepracované používateľského systému s materiálovým dizajnom, tmavšie farby, a kruhové užívateľské rozhranie round watch. Standalone apps with the Google Play Store on your Watch Complications for your Watch Built-in
keyboard keyboard recognition of stackable notifications Smarter notifications Mobile support [45] 2.6 (7.1.1W2)[46] 7.1.1 Nov 2017 The text size of notifications will be adjusted to the message length New download progress bar A new complication for running the previously used 2.6 application (7.1.1W3, 8.0.0 W1)[47] Android 8.0 Oreo Dec 2017 Brings Android 8.0 Oreo feature
smartwatches Notification vibration vibration setting vibration setting touch lock for wet conditions Support for 7 new countries / languages Notification channels Battery background saving limits 2.7 (7.1.1W4, 8.0.0 W2)[48] Android 8.0 Oreo Dec 2017 Improved Font and Font Weights Complications Now Work With Talkback Text Size Notifications Adjusts to Message Length Swipe
Down in Quick settings to view the type of connection (Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, or mobile) Download notifications of progress Recent complications of the Application Better prevention of accidental side swipe and long button gestures 2.8 (7.1.1W5 , 8.0.0W3)[49] Android 8.0 Oreo Jan 2018 Improved notification clarity with new layout which displays multiple user messages at a glance
Darker background for better readability and lower battery consumption 2.9 (7.1.1W6, 8.0.0W4)[50] Android 50] Android 8.0.0W4 8.0 Oreo Feb 2018 A new complication of preview notifications, which allows you to preview messages Improved clarity in notification tabs with longer wear os names version System versions Release date New features Notes 1.0[51] Android 8 Oreo
March 2018 Rebranding to Wear OS[52] Expand Google Pay support in multiple countries Version number will be restored to 1.0. Wear OS App version: 2.10[53] 1.4 Android 8 Oreo July 2018 Faster Google Pay startup More handsome design for events and appointments Fix time zone synchronization errors[54] Wear the OS app version: 2.0 14[55] 2.0 Android 8 Oreo
September 2018 Swipe actions for faster access to Google Assistant and Information Google Fit Channel[56] Google Assistant with proactive personalized information New design for fast switching and notifications streams new music controls using physical button support Bolder font in the launcher applications Wear OS App version: 2.18 2.2 Android 9 H MR1 November 2018
New features for system version H MR1: Brings Android 9.0 Pie smartwatches Allows battery ver mode to show only time, when the battery drops below 10% Improves the recovery status of previously used apps Watch now transfer to deep sleep after 30 minutes of inactivity Hold down the power button now provides options for turning off or restarting the Watch Wear OS App
version : 2.20 2.6 Android 9 H MR1 May 2019 Tile feature when swiped left, provides access to other calendar events, weather forecast, heart rate, news headlines and timer features. [57] Wear the OS app version: 2.24 2.7 Android 9 H MR1 June 2019 Fixes worn version of the OS app: 2.25 2.9 Android 9 H MR1 July 2019 Notices Wear App version: 2.26 2.17 Android 9 H MR1
April 2020 New timer Wash your hands in connection with coronavirus. New user user device and tiles for Google Fit Wear OS version: 2.35 2.19 Android 9 H MR2 Fall 2020 2020 in H MR2:[citation needed] CPU basic improvements: launch the application and run up to 20% faster SysUI enhancements: more intuitive controls for managing various watch modes and tutorials
Increased performance with Qualcomm Snapdragon Wear 2 4100 and 4100+ platforms Improved LTE support simplified pairing process Better battery life Support for increased number of tiles New weather app Youtube Music App Google Fit: Workouts &amp; Breathe Tiles + New home screen &amp; New Sleep features Social share and challenge Wear OS App version: 2.40
Upcoming Android 11 2021 Brings Android 11 features to smartwatches New Design UI New features New improvements Google &amp; Fitbit partnership might bring advanced features: -Health features to Google Fit: Stress management Compatible ECG app Skin temperature SpO2 levels Sleep tracking Wake up -Hardware improvements Fit : : Long battery life with bluetooth
enhancements (up to a week) -Social integration: Social challenges Wear OS App version: See also internet portal List of Devices Wear OS Android Android Auto Android TV AsteroidOS Google Glass References ^ Android Code Analysis. Acquired June 6, 2012. ^ Philosophy and goals. Android Open Source Project. Archived from the original for 2014-10-17. Loaded 2014-12-19.
^ libc - platform / bionic - Git on Google. Android.googlesource.com. Acquired 2014-03-20. ^ android / platform / system / kernel / master / . / sh. android.googlesource.com. Archived from the original for 2013-09-22. Loaded 2014-08-24. ^ toolbox - platform / system / kernel - Git on Google. Android.googlesource.com. Archived from the original for 2014-02-09. Loaded 2014-03-20. ^
Licenses. Android Open Source Project. Open the Handset Alliance. Loaded 2012-09-09. The preferred license for Android Open Source Project is Apache Software License, 2.0. ... Why Apache Software License? ... For userspace (that is, non-core) software, we do in fact prefer ASL2.0 (and similar licenses like BSD, MIT, etc.) over other licenses such as LGPL. Android is about
freedom and choice. The purpose of Android is to promote openness in the mobile world, but we do not believe it is possible to predict or dictate all uses to which people will want to put our software. So, while we encourage everyone to keep devices that are open and modifiable, we don't believe it's our place to force them to do so. The use of LGPL libraries would often force
them to do so. ^ Google has just changed the name of Android Wear to wear OS. The Verge. ^ Android Wear - Android Developers. android.com. ^ and b Google reveals Android Wear, the operating system for smartwatches. The Verge. Vox Media. ^ and b Al Sacco (August 31, 2015). Android Wear for iOS gives iPhone owners more smartwatch options. Cio. September 2015. ^
OK Google, tell me about Android Wear. CompareSmartWatches. ^ Android Wear gets mobile support, you still need to pair it with your phone. Ars Technica. Loaded 2015-12-22. ^ 360: It's Time.-Official Motorola Blog. Motorola-blog.blogspot.in. 2014-03-18. Loaded 2014-06-26. ^ LG introduces the G watch, the first smartwatch running on Android Wear. Androidos.in. 2014-03-18.
Loaded 2014-06-26. Jeffries, Adrianne. This is Gear Live, Samsung's $199 Android Wear smartwatch. The Verge. Loaded 2014-06-26. ^ Android Wear. Android developers. March 3, 2015. ^ Only 720,000 Android Wear smartwatches shipped last year. Engadget. February 2015. ^ LLC, Google (2018-03-15), Wear OS from Google Smartwatch (was Android Wear), Google LLC,
2018-03-19 ^ Apple Watch claims Over 50% of 2015 Smartwatch Market in Less Than a Year of Sales–Juniper Research. Juniper research. Loaded 2016-01-13. ^ Motorola, LG announce upcoming Android Wear smartwatches. The Verge. Vox Media. ^ and b Amadeo, Ron (December 10, 2015). Android Wear gets lollipop update, adds watch face API, new features. Ars
Technica. Conde Nast. From 1 January 2015. ^ Phones - ASUS ZenWatch (WI500Q)-ASUS. Asus.com. ^ SmartWatch 3 SWR50. Sony Smartphones (Global UK English). ^ LG Newsroom. lgnewsroom.com. ^ LG Newsroom. lgnewsroom.com. ^ Kellex (March 1, 2015). Huawei makes huawei watch official, other wearables and 7-inch phone too. Droid life. Spoločnosť DRD Life Inc.
received on 3 December 2004 a report on the ^ Android Wear on iOS: A hobled, Google-centric smartwatch experience. Ars Technica. Loaded 2015-12-22. ^ SmartWatchCrunch. smartwatchcrunch.com^ Paul Lamkin and Hugh Langley (September 11, 2017). Android Wear tips and tricks: The ultimate guide. Wareable.com December 2019. ^ 'Tilt screen awakening' setting.
Hole19. Zendesk. ^ and b c d Android Wear software review: Smartwatch software that doesn't suck. Ars Technica. Loaded 2015-12-22. ^ Google Fit to curated steps, calories, heart rate, additional biometric data. Ars Technica. Loaded 2015-12-22. ^ Wear OS review: Google puts usability first. Engadget. Loaded 2018-09-28. ^ Android Wear takes industry leading Smartphone
Software to the next level. TechPayout. May 2016. ^ [Android Wear 4.4W2 Spotlight feature] This is offline music playback via Bluetooth in Android Wear using Music Playback. Android police. 2014-10-21. Loaded 2016-12-20. ^ GPS on Android Wear devices. android-developers.googleblog.com. Acquired 2016-12-20. ^ [Android Wear 4.4W2 Spotlight feature] Here's a new music
control ui for wear, now including volume buttons. Android police. 2014-10-21. Loaded 2016-12-20. ^ Android Wear is a massive update: Official face API watches, new display modes, app features and more!. Android Central. 2014-12-10. Loaded 2016-12-20. ^ Google Groups. productforums.google.com. Acquired 2016-12-20. ^ Android Wear: Stay connected with interactive
handles. ^ Android Wear: Designed for your wrist. February 2016. ^ Li, Abner (2016-06-06). Android Wear 1.5 rolled out on Gear Live with some minor changes [Update: watch]. 9to5Google. Loaded 2016-12-20. ^ Statt, Nick (2016-05-18). Google announces Android Wear 2.0 with standalone app support and a small keyboard. The Verge. Loaded 2016-05-18. ^ Android Wear 2.0:
Make the most of every minute. February 2017. ^ Android Wear 2.0 is a major overhaul of Google's SmartWatch OS. Ars Technica. Loaded 2016-05-18. ^ Android Wear v2.6 includes recent application complications, network status indicators, download progress cards, and more [APK Download]. Android police. 2017-11-21. Loaded 2017-12-04. ^ Oreo for Android Wear is starting
to roll out today. The Verge. 2017-12-07. ^ Android Wear 2.7 update. ^ Android Wear 2.8 update. ^ Android Wear 2.9 update. ^ Wear OS on TW-E will not be updated after 1.2-Wear OS from Google Help. support.google.com. ^ Android Wear, it's time for a new name. Google. 2018-03-15. Loaded 2018-03-25. ^ Introducing Wear OS from Google - Wear OS from Google Help.
support.google.com. In 2018-03-25. ^ Wear OS update adds faster Google Pay, time zone bug fixes, and more. Android police. 2018-07-25. Loaded 2018-08-21. ^ Wear OS by Google Smartwatch (was Android Wear) 2.14.0.204045974.gms APK Download Google LLC-APKMirror. APKMirror. Loaded 2018-08-21. ^ Google will breath new life into Wear OS smartwatches with
today's update. The Verge. Loaded 2018-11-01. ^ External links Wikimedia Commons has media related to Wear OS. Official Website Wear OS Application on Google Play Obtained from 2For other uses, see 3G (disambiguation). This article contains a number of issues. Please help improve or discuss these issues on the talk page. (Learn how and when to delete these message
templates) This article may be too technical for most readers to understand. Please help improve to make it understandable to non-experts without removing technical details. (October 2011) (Learn how and when to delete this message template) This article needs to be updated. Update this article to reflect recent events or newly available information. (April 2017) (Learn how and
when to remove this template report) part of the mobile phone generation mobile phone generation mobile telecommunications analog 0G 1G digital 2G 2.5G 2.75G 3G 3.5G 3.75G 3.75 G 3.9G/3.95G 4G 4G/4.5G 4.5G/4.9G 5G 6G vte 3G (short for third generation) is the third generation of wireless mobile telecommunications technology. It's an upgrade for 2.5G and 2.5G GPRS
networks, for faster data transfer. [1] This is based on a set of standards used for mobile equipment and mobile telecommunications services and networks that comply with the specifications of the International Telecommunication Union (IMT-2000) of the International Telecommunication Union. 3G finds the app in wireless voice telephony, mobile internet access, fixed wireless
access to videohovoroch videohovoroch Tv. [1] 3G telecommunications network support services, which provide information transfer speeds of at least 144 kbit/s.[2][3][4] Later 3G editions, often referred to as 3.5G and 3.75G, also provide mobile broadband access for several Mbit/s to smartphones and mobile modems on laptops. This ensures that it can be applied to wireless
voice telephony, mobile Internet access, fixed wireless Internet access, video calls and mobile TV technology. A new generation of cellular standards has emerged approximately every tenth year since 1G systems were introduced in 1979 and early to mid-1980s. Each generation is characterized by new frequency bands, higher data and do not hate compatible transmission
technology. The first commercial 3G networks were introduced in mid-2001. [5] [6] [7] [8] Overview Several TOs market wireless mobile Internet services such as 3G, indicating that the advertised service is provided over a 3G wireless network. Services advertised as 3G must comply with IMT-2000 technical standards, including reliability and speed standards (transmission
speeds). However, in order to meet the IMT-2000 standards, in order for the system to provide peak transmission speeds of at least 144 kbit/s.[4] However, many services advertised as 3G provide higher speeds than the minimum technical requirements for 3G. [9] Recent 3G editions, often referred to as 3.5G and 3.75G, also provide mobile broadband access for several Mbit/s to
smartphones and mobile modems on laptops. [10] These standards are usually branded 3G: umts (Universal Mobile Telecommunications System) system, first offered in 2001, standardized 3GPP, which is mainly used in Europe, Japan, China (but with a different radio interface) and other regions dominated by GSM (Global Systems for Mobile) 2G system infrastructure. Cell
phones are usually UMTS and GSM hybrids. Several radio interfaces are offered that share the same infrastructure: The original and most widely used radio interface is called Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (W-CDMA). The TD-SCDMA radio interface was commercialised in 2009 and is only offered in China. The latest version of UMTS, HSPA+, can theoretically provide
peak transmission rates of up to 56 Mbit/s per reference (28 Mbit/s in existing services) and 22 Mbit/s in uplink. The CDMA2000 system, first offered in 2002, standardised 3GPP2, used mainly in North America and South Korea, shares infrastructure with the IS-95 2G standard. Mobile phones are usually CDMA2000 and IS-95 hybrids. The latest version of EVDO Rev B offers top
rates of 14.7 Mbit/s downstream. The above systems and radio interfaces shall be based on propagation spectrum radio transmission technology. While GSM EDGE (2.9G), DECT wireless phones and Mobile WiMAX standards formally also meet imt-2000 requirements and are approved as 3G ITU standards, they are usually not branded 3G and are based on completely different
Next Following the standards are in line with the IMT2000/3G standard: EDGE, a revision of the 3GPP organization to older 2G GSM based transmission methods, using the same switching nodes, base stations and frequencies as GPRS, but new base stations and cellphone RF circuits. It is based on three times as efficient 8PSK modulation scheme as a complement to the
original GMSK modulation scheme. EDGE is still widely used thanks to its simple upgrade from the existing 2G GSM infrastructure and mobile phones. EDGE in combination with GPRS 2.5G technology is called EGPRS and allows for top transmission rates in order of 200 kbit/s, as well as the original versions of UMTS WCDMA, and thus formally meets the requirements of
IMT2000 on 3G systems. In practice, however, EDGE is rarely marketed as a 3G system, but a 2.9 G system. EDGE shows slightly better system spectral efficiency than the original UMTS and CDMA2000 systems, but it's difficult to achieve a much higher peak data frequency due to the limited spectral bandwidth of the GSM 200 kHz, which is why it's dead end. EDGE was also a
mode in the IS-136 TDMA system, today stopped. Developed by EDGE, the latest revision, it has tops of 1 Mbit/s downstream and 400 kbit/s upstream, but is not commercially used. Universal mobile telecommunications system, created and revised by 3GPP. The family is a complete revision from GSM in terms of encoding methods and hardware, although some GSM pages
may be additionally broadcast in UMTS/W-CDMA format. W-CDMA is the most common deployment, commonly operated in the 2100 MHz band. Several others use the 850, 900 and 1900 MHz bands. HSPA is merging several upgrades to the original W-CDMA standard and offering speeds of 14.4 Mbit/s down and 5.76 Mbit/s up. HSPA is backwardcompatible with and uses the
same frequencies as W-CDMA. HSPA+, a further revision and upgrade of HSPA, can provide theoretical peak data rates of up to 168 Mbit/s in downlink and 22 Mbit/s in uplink using a combination of aeronautical interface improvements as well as HSPA and MIMO multi-carriers. Technically, however, MIMO and DC-HSPA can be used without + improvements to HSPA +
CDMA2000 system, or IS-2000, including CDMA2000 1x and CDMA2000 High Rate Packet Data (or EVDO), standardised 3GPP2 (different from 3GPP) evolving from the original IS-95 CDMA system, is mainly used in North America, China, India, Pakistan, Japan, South Korea, Southeast Asia, Europe and Africa. CDMA2000 1x Rev. E has increased voice capacity (more than
three times) compared to rev 0 EVDO Rev.B offers downstream peak 14.7 Mbit/s, while Rev.C expanded existing and new terminal user experience. While DECT wireless phones and WiMAX mobile standards formally also meet IMT-2000 requirements, they are not usually considered due to their rarity and unsuitability for use with cell phones. [11] Disintegration of 3G systems
3G research and development projects (UMTS and CDMA2000) started in 1992. In 1999, the ITU approved five interfaces for IMT-2000 as part of ITU-R Recommendation M.1457; WiMAX was added in 2007. [12] There are evolutionary standards (EDGE and CDMA) that are backwardcompatible with extensions of existing 2G networks, as well as revolutionary standards that
require completely new network hardware and frequency allocation. Mobile phones use UMTS in combination with 2G GSM standards and bandwidth, but do not support EDGE. The last group is the UMTS group, which consists of standards developed for imt-2000 as well as independently developed DECT and WiMAX standards, which have been included because they fit the
definition of IMT-2000. While EDGE meets 3G specifications, most GSM/UMTS phones report EDGE (2.75G) and UMTS (3G). [13] History 3G technology was the result of research and development work by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) in the early 1980s. The technical specifications have been made available to the public under the name IMT-2000. The
communication spectrum from 400 MHz to 3 GHz has been allocated to 3G. Both the government and communications companies have approved the 3G standard. The first pre-commercial 3G network was launched by NTT DoCoMo in Japan in 1998,[14] branded FOMA. It was first available in May 2001 as a pre-release (test) of W-CDMA technology. The first commercial launch
of 3G was also NTT DoCoMo in Japan 1. [15] [16] The wider availability of the system was delayed by obvious concerns about its reliability. [17] The first European pre-commercial network was the UMTS network on the Isle of Man, an operator then owned by British Telecom, and the first commercial network (also AW-CDMA based in UMTS) in Europe was opened for business
by Telenor in December 2001 without commercial telephones and thus without paying customers. The first network to make a commercial living was SK Telecom in South Korea on 1xEV-DO technology based in CDMA in January 2002. By May 2002, it was the second South Korean 3G KT network on the EV-DO, so the South Koreans were the first to see competition between 3G
operators. The first commercial 3G network of the United States was Monet Mobile Networks, on CDMA2000 1x EV-DO technology, but this network provider later switched off operations. The second operator of the 3G network in the USA was Verizon Wireless in July 2002 also on cdma2000 1x EV-DO. AT&amp;T Mobility was also a real 3G UMTS network that completed its
upgrade of the 3G network to HSUPA. The first commercial British 3G network was launched by Hutchison Telecom, which originally stood behind Orange S.A.. [18] In 2003, it announced the first commercial third generation or 3G mobile telephony network in the UK. The first pre-commercial demonstration network in the southern hemisphere was built in Adelaide, South
Australia, by m.Net Corporation in February 2002 using UMTS at 2100 MHz. demonstration network for the WORLD IT Congress in 2002. The first commercial 3G network was launched by Hutchison Telecommunications, called Three or 3, in June 2003. [19] In India, on 11 December 2003, hutchison telecommunications launched a new 3G network. After MTNL, another state-
owned company, Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited (BSNL), began deploying 3G networks across the country. Emtel launched the first 3G network in Africa. [20] The adoption of Japan was one of the first countries to adopt 3G, the reason being the process of allocating the 3G spectrum, which was granted in Japan at no great upfront cost. Spectrum was allocated in the US and
Europe on the basis of auctioning, which required a huge initial investment for any company that wants to provide 3G services. Together, European companies paid more than $100 billion in their spectrum auctions. [21] Nepal Telecom has accepted a 3G service for the first time in South Asia. However, its 3G was relatively slow to be taken in Nepal. In some cases, 3G networks
do not use the same radio frequencies as 2G, so mobile operators have to build entirely new networks and licenses for entirely new frequencies, especially in order to achieve a high level of data transmission. Delays by other countries were due to the cost of upgrading transmission hardware, in particular for UMTS, whose deployment required the replacement of most
transmission towers. Due to these problems and deployment difficulties, many carriers have not been able or delayed in acquiring these updated capabilities. In December 2007, 190 3G networks were operated in 40 countries and 154 HSDPA networks were operated in 71 countries, according to the Global Mobile Suppliers Association (GSA). In Asia, Europe, Canada and the
USA, telecommunications companies use W-CDMA technology with support for approximately 100 terminal designs for the operation of 3G mobile networks. The deployment of 3G networks has been delayed in some countries by the huge cost of additional licence fees for spectrum. Royalties in some European countries have been particularly high, boosted by government
auctions of a limited number of licences and sealed bid auctions and initial enthusiasm over the potential of 3G. This led to a telecommunications accident that took place in parallel with similar accidents in optical and dot.com fields. The 3G standard is perhaps well known because of the massive expansion of the mobile communications market post-2G and the advances of
consumer mobile phone. A particularly remarkable development during this time is the smartphone (for example, the iPhone, and the Android family), combining the capabilities of the PDA with a mobile phone, leading to a wide demand for mobile internet connection. 3G has also introduced the term mobile broadband because of its speed and ability to make it a viable alternative
for browsing the Internet, and USB Modems 3G networks are becoming more common. Market penetration By June 2007 was 200 million. This 200 millionth is just 6.7% of the 3 billion mobile phone subscriptions worldwide. (When counting CDMA2000 1x RTT customers-max bitrate 72% of 200kbit/s, which defines 3G-total size of almost-3G subscriber base was 475 million as of
June 2007, which was 15.8% of all subscribers worldwide.) In countries where 3G was launched first - Japan and South Korea - 3G penetration is more than 70%. [22] In Europe, Italy is the leading country[when?] for 3G penetration, with a third of its subscribers migrating to 3G. Other leading countries [when?] for 3G use include Nepal, the UK, Austria, Australia and Singapore at
32% migration level. According to ITU estimates[23] from 4 April 2004 to 31 December 2004, the number of new member states in the About half of mobile broadband subscriptions are for subscribers in developed countries, 934 million out of a total of 1600 million, which is more than 50%. Please note, however, that there is a difference between a mobile broadband phone and a
large-screen smartphone, and so on, although according to the ITU and informatandm.com, the US has 321 million mobile subscriptions. including 256 million that are 3G or 4G, which is like 80% of the subscriber base and 80% of the U.S. population, according to [23] comScore just a year earlier in Q4 2011 only about 42% of people surveyed in the U.S. said they owned a smart
phone. In Japan, 3G penetration was similar to about 81%, but ownership of the smart phone was lower at about 17%. [23] In China, there were 486.5 million 3G subscribers in June 2014[25] in a population of 1,385,566,537 (UN estimate of 2013). Decline and decommissioning Since the increasing adoption of 4G, 3G use is declining. Several operators around the world are
already or are in the process of shutting down their 3G networks. In several places, 3G is turned off, while its older predecessor 2G is still in use - Vodafone Europe is doing it, citing that 2G is a useful low-power fall-back. [26] In the U.S., Verizon plans to close its 3G services by the end of 2020, while T-Mobile intends to do so in January 2021 and AT&amp;T intends to do so by
2022. [27] [28] Patents It is estimated that there are almost 8000 patents declared necessary (FRAND) in relation to the 483 technical specifications that make up 3GPP and 3GPP2 standards. [29] [30] Twelve companies accounted for 90 % of patents (Qualcomm, Ericsson, Nokia, Motorola, Philips, NTT DoCoMo, Siemens, Mitsubishi, Fujitsu, Hitachi, InterDigital and Matsushita)
in 2004. Even then, some of the patents necessary for 3G would not have been declared by their patent holders. Nortel and Lucent are believed to have undisclosed patents necessary for these In addition, the existing 3G Patent Platform Partnership Patent Fund has little impact on FRAND protection because it excludes the four largest patent owners for 3G.[31][32] The ITU Data



Speed feature did not provide a clear [citation necessary] [vague] definition of the data speed that users can expect from 3G devices or providers. Thus, users who have sold 3G may not be able to point to the standard and say that the rates it specifies are not met. While stating in the commentary that it is expected that the IMT-2000 will provide a higher bit rate: a minimum
transfer rate of 2 Mbit/s for stationary or walking users, and 348 kbit/s in a mobile vehicle,[33] The ITU does not in fact clearly specify the minimum required rates, nor the required average rates, nor which methods of [clarification] of interfaces qualify as 3G, so that different [vague] data rates are sold as 3G on the market. When implementing the market, the 3G downlink data
speeds defined by telecommunications service providers vary depending on the underlying technology deployed; up to 384 kbit/s for WCDMA, up to 7,2 Mbit/s for HSPA and a theoretical maximum of 21,6 Mbit/s for HSPA+ (technically 3,5 G, but usually under the trade name 3G). [citation needed] Compare data speed with 3.5G and 4G. Security See also: Mobile Security §
Attacks based on GSM networks 3G networks offer greater security than their predecessors 2G. By processing the UE (User Equipment) to verify the network it is connected to, the user can be sure that the network is intended and not impersonated. 3G networks use KASUMI block encryption instead of the older A5/1 stream cipher. However, a number of serious deficiencies of
KASUMI cipher have been identified. [34] In addition to 3G network infrastructure security, access to application frameworks such as IMS also offers security between end servers, although this is not strictly a 3G feature. 3G Apps Bandwidth and location information available for 3G devices triggers apps that aren't previously available to mobile phone users. Evolution Both 3GPP
and 3GPP2 are working to expand 3G standards that are based on all-IP network infrastructure and using advanced wireless technologies such as MIMO. These specifications no longer display features characteristic of IMT-Advanced (4G), the successor to 3G. However, if these standards lag behind the bandwidth requirements for 4G (which is 1 Gbit/s for stationary and 100
Mbit/s for mobile operation), these standards are classified as 3.9 G or Pre-4G. 3GPP plans to meet 4G targets with LTE Advanced, while Qualcomm has halted the development of UMB for the benefit of the LTE family. [35] On 14 December 2009, Telia Sonera announced in an official press release that we are very proud to be the first operator in the world to offer our customers
4G services. [36] By launching their LTE network, they initially offer services before 4G (or beyond 3G) in Stockholm, Sweden and Norway in Oslo. Past 3G Network Country Total decommissioning date Details Germany Deutsche Telekom June 30, 2021 [37] See also List of Mobile Phones Generation Mobile Radio Phone (also known as 0G) Mobile Broadband Wireless Devices
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